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Sounds of protolanguages:
Some preliminary insights
from developmental psychology
Abstract. In present paper I examine the transition from crying to word in human
infants and propose that it might be a treasure acoustic box helping us to conceive how
our ancestor’s sounds might have been, and to outline breakpoints that might help
us in making hypotheses about possible subsequent phases of language evolution.
Keywords: protolanguage, onomatopoeia, animal communication, speech,
protophones, vocalization, origin of language

1. Introduction
We know that language in Homo sapiens is unique among mammals, due to:
a) peculiar vocal apparatus allowing the existence of an articulatory space
more similar to singing birds’ than to mammals’ (Marler 1970; Bolhuis
et al. 2010), b) specialized brain areas allowing acoustic analysis of input
speech sounds and nervous motor control of output speech sounds (Broca
and Wernicke), c) a specialized cognitive equipment allowing the mapping
of any acoustic label to objects in the world (Lenti Boero and Bottoni 2006).
Although language includes syntax and grammar, I believe that words (and
their referents) are the ground of linguistic communication, thus in present
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paper I will adopt an ontogenetic view addressing the features described
in points a), b), c). Those features develop in the first year of human life,
when the human infant proceeds “from cry to words”, i.e. from an early
species-specific communication (see below), analogue to other mammalian
infants (Peters 1980; Lingle 2012), towards a semantic holophrastic
communication introducing syntactic discourse organization (Kagan 1984).
It is acknowledged that evolutionary studies may profit from developmental
ones and vice versa (Piaget 1972; Butterworth et al. 1985): even if we
should be cautious in not adopting a recapitulationistic point of view,
language evolution theories might very well profit from ontogenetic studies,
especially from those aimed at identifying constraints common to both
development and evolution (Costall 1985; MacNeilage 2008). Phylogeny
is not a sequence of adults but a sequence of entire ontogenies (Striedter
2005), thus including the immature forms. For this reason, the path of the
infant child toward language might be a treasure box because in their first
year of life human infants go through a sequence of subsequent anatomical
and neurophysiological changes ending in words. Those changes should
be considered as steps travelled along the hominid phylogenetic line from
the utterance of relatively simple sounds, as our nearest living species (great
apes) do, to the complex articulate sounds that compose language (Mithen
2005; Tattersall 1995).
The aim of present paper is to propose that the analysis of the human
infant acoustic outputs might help us in defining a logical sequence of sound
making that hominids underwent from one species to another. By logical
I mean the fact that more simple anatomical features and nervous motor
controls might have themselves possessed simple communication systems,
and generated the more complex ones. I will try to sketch the communicative
boundaries of those systems, and to sketch the possible selective pressures
that acted upon those “improvements” from one stage to the next. My models
will be animal and early human communication. In our ancestors’ path toward
language natural, parental, and/or sexual selection might have acted in order
to maintain traits relative to point 1 and 2. In the paragraphs to follow, I will
try to hypothesize which selective forces might have been at work.

2. Acoustic output of the human infant: crying,
laughter and low intensity sounds
Crying is the first sound uttered by a human being. It is an alarm signal
conveying the information that homeostatic imbalance is endangered (Lenti
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Boero et al. 1998). Crying has striking characteristics: loudness that can be
perceived at least at about 100 m around the emitter – but can also be intensity
modulated, and long lasting duration: up to ten minutes (Lenti Boero,
personal observation). According to Newmann (1985), it has no homologous
in infant primates. Crying can communicate individuality (Cismaresco et al.
1990; Rocca and Lenti Boero 2005), and possibly sex of the caller (Rocca
and Lenti Boero 2005). In addition, the infant cry communicates urgency to
a recipient (Lenti Boero et al. 2008) and we know that contemporary mothers
perceive their own 4/8 months old infant’s cry as “intentional” according
to background variables, maternal emotional adjustment, and maternal
interactive style (Feldman and Reznick 1996).
Some acoustic content of the cry can be extracted and paralleled to
speech sounds, for instance, Italian vocalic sounds “a” and “e” and nasal
sounds were heard by Italian musical trained listeners of cries uttered by less
than one week old children (Lenti Boero et al. 2008). Interestingly, in middle
age, the same prevalent vowels “a” and “ɛ/e” in newborns’ cry were reported
by the Florentine poet Antonio Pucci (1310/1388), though we might not
agree with his interpretation: “infant males cry emission include the “a”
in memory of Father Adam, while infant females include “ɛ/e” in memory
of Mother Eve, thus carrying on those cry all world’s troubles” (Giallongo
1997). Nervous motor controls for cry emission are the same as the ones
reported in monkey models (Jurgens 1990, 1992; Jurgens and Ploog 1988;
Lenti Boero 2009; Lester and Boukydis 1992), and the infant cry must be
considered thoroughly an “animal” signal.
Beyond cry, infants utter vegetative sounds, such as cough and sobs
that might have some non-intentional communication value poorly explored
(Papoushek and Papoushek 1981), but possibly informing the care-giver about
the infant’s physiological state. In addition, in positive situational contexts
(Papoushek and Papoushek 1981), infants produce low intensity sounds with
distinctive timbre, intonation and F0 contour from three days of age; and, though
we have a poor knowledge about the ontogeny and development of laughter,
preliminary findings show that a fully fledged laughter may be observed at
three and half month (Decurti and Lenti Boero, personal observation). A key
characteristic of early laughter is that it is a low intensity sound that can reach
few meters around the emitter. Thus a human infant is endowed since her/
his early months of life with a basic communication system signaling alarm,
well being and basic physiological yet not very alarming states, the only long
distant traveling signal being the cry.
We might thus think of a simple communication system based on
the above described early infant sounds put under volitional control, as is the
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case for some animal species (Seyfarth and Cheney 1980; Lenti Boero 1992).
In a hominid social group endowed with the above described communication
competencies, an individual could communicate alarm and urgency to group
mates from a distance, or from a vantage point not reachable to predators,
such as a tree, this communication might have included basic referentiality,
as is the case in many living mammalian species: alpine marmots, (Lenti
Boero 1992), dwarf mongoose (Rasa, 1986), vervet and Diana monkeys
(Seyfarth and Cheney 1980; Zuberbühler 2005) among others. Eventually,
low intensity sounds (Oller 2000) and laughter might have been used as
a kind of acoustic grooming, sensu Dunbar (1993).

3. The human infant as sound analyzer
We know that during early development infant perception of surrounding
sounds, including language, is much more advanced than motor competence
(Lenti Boero 2014): infants discriminate language phonemes, sharing this
capacity with many animal species: rhesus macaques, dogs, chinchilla,
quails, and parrots (Adams et al. 1987; Bottoni et al. 2003, 2009; Dewson
1964; Kluender et al. 1987; Kuhl and Miller 1975; Miller 1977; Morse and
Snowdon 1975; Pepperberg 2007). This is a key point: why both human
infants and many animal species are competent in phonemic discrimination?
I believe that this ability is a subcomponent of a more general competence
in acoustic spectra analysis, and that it must be widespread at least among
vertebrates. Animals, similarly to us, must be updated with the auditory scene,
they must distinguish between abiotic sounds from the environment, and
biotic sounds uttered by preys or dangerous predators (according to the viewpoint), between familiar and unfamiliar sounds, and this competence is only
achieved by analyzing acoustic spectra (Bottoni et al. 2003).
Infants recognize the melodic contour of maternal language, and detect
substitution of musical notes (Cooper and Aslin 1989; Mehler et al. 1988;
Tervaniemi and Huotilainen 2003), they are also able to connect input and
output sounds: infants shape their cries’ melodic contours on their native
language (Mampe et al. 2009). In addition, at three months of age, infants are
able to imitate musical pitch (Kessen et al. 1979).
What does this means for language evolution? I believe that
the competences outlined above, and common to other vertebrates, are
fundamental in language evolution, that should be considered the product
of coevolution between receiver and emitter, analogously as other
communication devices (Shannon and Weaver 1949). This is evident in the
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specialized adult language brain areas: Wernicke’s and Broca’s, and in the
way infant language develops further on.

4. The ontogeny of musical babbling and of articulated sounds
A key breakpoint in the path towards language is the shift from relatively
simple sounds as described above to the articulated ones. This phase starts
approximately by the time of 2 months when infants start producing very
low intensity quasi-musical sounds or protophones, cooing or gooing, those
sounds are mostly, but not only, vowel-like, having more complex melodic
contours paralleling vocal emotional expression as the infant grows (Hsu and
Fogel 2001). In addition, the infant improves her/his control of the intensity
of the acoustic output, with high volume correlating with high excitement
both positive or negative (Decurti and Lenti Boero, personal observation)
(Papoushek and Papoushek 1981; Oller 2000; Ruzza et al. 2003). I defined
those protophones as musibabbling (Lenti Boero 2009).
Then, from the third month on, sequences of vowels (voiced sounds)
are progressively accompanied by protoconsonant sounds, progressively
articulated in the retropharynx, in the dental/alveolar, velar and glottal space
and bilabial (Oller and Eilers 1992; Roug et al. 1989). This phase might
have an internal positive reinforcement, because we know that infants spend
much time in exploring their new possibilities, and that this practice gives
great pleasure to them (de Boysson-Bardie 2001; Papoushek and Papoushek
1981). Those steps are allowed by a better control of the respiratory cycle,
which lengthens the exhaling phase, in favor of vocal emission (Papoushek
and Papoushek 1981); and implies a more developed nervous motor control
of the entire vocal apparatus (mouth, lips, nose, throat) than the one needed
for crying: the acoustic energy can be canalized through the nose producing
nasal sounds, or kept lower in the throat, thus producing harsh sounds, and
lips can be used as sound makers independently from the mouth (Lenti Boero
personal observation).
According to MacNeilage (1998, 2008), this early articulatory component
derives from an original precursor in early mammals related to lower jaw
oscillation in the purpose of ingestive movements (chewing, sucking, licking).
Davis and MacNeilage (2002) notice that the utterance of consonant and
vowels requires incompatible mouth movements: depression of the mandible
(mouth opening) is required for vowels, while lower jaw elevation is required
for consonants. The novelty in this aspect is the total contrast of the two
functions: ingestion requires the closing of the air flow and consequently
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of the vocal apparatus (if food enters the respiratory apparatus death might
occur), oppositely sound making requires an open vocal apparatus enabling
air to enter in order to fuel the acoustic energy necessary for vocalize.
We know that those sounds are very much appreciated by parents and are
preferred in front of cry (Lenti Boero and Bottoni 2009), probably because
they lack the aversive component of cry (Barr 2004; Frodi 1985; Frodi and
Senchack 1990; Levisky and Cooper 2000; Zeskind and Lester 1978; Seifritz
et al. 2003).
4.1. Selective pressures
The above could point to the selective pressures that might have been at
work in favoring articulated sounds in front of the fixed relatively simple
sounds described above. In fact, evolution is not directive, and natural
selection “should operate at all stages of development” (Hogan 1988): this
is particularly true for language (Locke and Bogin 2006). Indeed, those
selective pressures favored the exaptation of the ingestion apparatus toward
the emission of articulated sounds. Locke (2006) was the first to consider
parental selection as an agent for preference for early articulated sounds
over cry due to the stressfulness of the infant cry. The “Intrinsic Musicality
Hypothesis” (Lenti Boero and Bottoni 2008) could confirm Locke’s proposal.
This concept refers to the predisposition, shaped along hominid evolution,
of our auditory system to generate conscious, “aesthetic” and/or emotional
responses to all heard sounds (abiotic, biotic including human such as cry).
Apparently, the aperiodicity of some segments of the infant cry, and its
loudness, are aversive to listeners. In a pilot experiment Lenti Boero et al.
(2009) showed that the aesthetic quality of musical protophones is rated
higher than cry, and produces less stress and anxiety.
In adults, the musical protophone competence might have conferred
higher sexual attraction to the carriers. Think of an individual endowed
with a vocal apparatus allowing musical protophones, cooing and gooing
sounds under volitional control. Because those sounds are nice, and have
the possibility to be modulated in their fundamental frequency, they might
be used in courtship and preferred over other less modulated signals. Darwin
(1871) was the first to propose that musical ability might have been selected
by sexual selection: “it is probable that the progenitors of man, either the males
or females, or both sexes, before acquiring the power of expressing mutual
love in articulate language, endeavoured to charm each other with musical
notes and rhythm”. Mithen (2006, 2009) proposes that until the appearance
of Homo sapiens, hominids utilized a musical, modulated, holophrastic way
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of communication. Beyond musicality, more complex melodic contours
might have been chosen as advertisers of good motor control, an important
trait conferring advantage to individuals in the challenges of everyday
savannah life and thus indicator of “good genes”.
4.2. Animal models
Vallet et al. (1997) propose an interesting model in canaries, where the ability
to control singing is sexually selected as an advertiser of overall motor ability.
As regards as sound imitation, we know that mammals are not able to imitate
surrounding sounds; however, many birds are able to imitate surrounding
sounds, including the Grey Parrot (Psytthacus erithacus) that was proposed
as model for both music and language evolution (Bottoni et al. 2003, 2009;
Pepperberg 2007).
To what extent do protophone articulated sounds allow a communication
system? Mithen (2009) suggests that early communication might have
included both emotional as well as mimetic (imitation from environmental
sounds) signals. I agree with this position: sound imitation is possible
with a good control of articulated sound emission, as early sound making
shows, and a competence for acoustic spectra analysis (that the human
infant demonstrate very early). By means of modulation of the vocal
portion of sound emission our ancestors might have been able to introduce
a subjective component by adding emotional information to the imitation
of surrounding sounds.
The ability for sound mimicry might have been a great help in hunting:
this might be confirmed by the hunting strategies of present-day huntersgatherers and modern western hunters, who still use sound mimics –
artificial or natural – in order to lure small prey in their surrounding for kills.
Hunting success might have been an additional selective advantage because
it enhances individual fitness and attracts mates.
But sound mimicry might have added another important advantage to
individuals in groups: for group hunters, as in hominids (Tattersall 1995),
it might be useful to share information with group mates about presence
of prey or of an incoming danger. Indeed, sound mimicry has this double
aspect: it lures the prey, but can also communicate its presence to fellow
humans. This property could have raised the communication “entropy”
in the social group by adding acoustical referential signs coupled with vocal
emotional information to the gestural ones, thus freeing the emitter from
being in the visual field of the audience, and might have been primarily
shared within the kin hunting group (kin selection).
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Is sound mimicry a full communication system? Emphatically not.
Abiotic entities, such as stones and places in the environment are silent,
a forest sounds only when moved by the wind, a stream has a sound, but
a river or a lake might not, animals produce different sounds, and most of all,
different actions, which are difficult or impossible to mimic by sounds.
However, this might have been the heritage of earlier hominids to Homo
sapiens.

5. Further development in infant communication
From 6 months of age infants enter the so-called canonical stage (de Boysson
Bardie 2001; Oller 2000). Canonical syllables are composed by a “nucleus”
of acoustic energy (a vowel), and at least a “margin” (a consonant), together
those sounds last 100–550 milliseconds, the syllabic period guaranteeing
the distinct perception of the syllable (Oller and Eilers 1992; Oller 2000).
For the canonical stage to appear a crucial maturation is needed: the time
for nucleus and margin emission are under nervous motor control for time
length, in addition canonical stage is tied with acoustic automonitoring:
deaf infants do not enter the canonical stage until the tenth month of life
with rare exceptions (Oller and Eilers 1988). The canonical syllables phase
is paralleled by many neuroanatomical changes that imaging studies have
recently revealed (Matzusawa et al. 2001; de Graaf-Peters and HaddersAlgra 2005). In particular MEG results show that at sixth month of age there
is an activation of the left inferior frontal portion of the infant brain (Imada
et al. 2006).
5.1. Social scaffolding in language learning
Most important aspect of language acquisition is the role of social influences
on language learning (Kuhl 2004).
After six months, infants show a perceptual magnet effect from their
native language category and reflect sensitivity to the distributional properties
of sounds in their language. This effect is uniquely human and requires
linguistic experience, in fact by this time infants focalize on linguistic sounds
from their native language (Kuhl 2004). Also, it is of interest that by this time
(5/6 months) human infants lose their encyclopedic hearing (de BoyssonBardie 2001) that is the ability to discriminate the phonetic contrasts of all
languages (Kuhl 2004).
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5.2. The role of phylogenetic inheritance
In modern humans canonical babbling is scaffolded by motherese, a specific
melodic contour that activates the right part of the infant brain (Homae et al.
2006). By means of motherese infants are naturally guided towards the right
pronunciation of syllables of the native language, to put different syllables
in a sequence of different vowel/consonant or consonant/vowel string, thus
overcoming the first phases of babbling when sounds are often repeated
(mama, dada etc.), and subsequently conducted towards the acquisition
of the meaning of syllables strings i.e. words, (socially shared acoustic icons
for items (objects or subjects) or meaningful motor sequences (actions)
(Kuhl 2007). Motherese has a peculiar prosody: higher mean, maximum and
minimum frequency, higher Fo frequency range, shorter sentences and longer
pauses (Fernald and Simons 1989; Fernald 1992; Fernald and Kuhl 1987).
Motherese is transcultural: ascending intonation contours for encouragement
and descending ones for sedation were similarly used by Chinese, German,
US mothers; another study showed that French, English, US and Italian
mothers used the same intonation contours for attention seeking, approval,
prohibition and comfort (Papoushek 1992; Fernald 1992).
This specific intonation contour was already noted by Darwin while
observing his own infants, and Mithen (2009) believes that Homo sapiens’
motherese was inherited by earlier hominid melodic communication forms.
Indeed, the prosodic aspects of linguistic communication are processed
in the right part of the adult human brain (Zatorre et al. 1992) and it was
demonstrated that infants perceive prosody even when sleeping (Homae
et al. 2006).
It is universally acknowledged that language is a communicative tool
socially shared, and all the studies of language acquisition confirm that
(Kuhl 2004) language has been defined as non referent arbitrary acoustic
(or gestural) significant for objects or actions. Thus, in a start-up situation
of a human (Homo sapiens) social group sharing a complete language
apparatus the linguistic code had to be built step by step.
5.3. Onomatopoeia: a transitory phase?
The first idea that earlier forms of language were onomatopoeic was
proposed by Darwin in his Descent of Man (1871), and was inspired
by his cousin and linguist Hensleigh Wedgwood, who had written a book
on language five years before (Richards 1987). Very soon those ideas were
discarded by the great Oxford linguist Friedrich Max Müller (1823–1900),
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who derisively called them the “pooh-pooh” and “bow-wow” theories
of language formation (Richards 1987), and this proposal was discarded.
However, a very interesting and up-to-now unique study by Hashimoto and
coll. (2006), might shed new light on those old theories: by means of an
event related fMRI study those authors found that the brain regions involved
in processing onomatopoeic sounds – i.e. sounds imitating the sound or
action of objects, animals, and humans (e.g., ‘‘buzz’’, ‘‘whirr’’, ‘‘bow’’,
‘‘hoot’’, ‘‘meow’’, ‘‘squeak’’, ‘‘coo’’, ‘‘hush’’, and ‘‘boom’’) – include
the regions that process both nouns and animal sounds. Onomatopoeias and
nouns are human speech sounds of similar frequency components, while
onomatopoeias and animal sounds are often repetitive and acoustically simple
sounds with frequency modulation, and Hashimoto et al. (2006) conclude
that onomatopoeic sounds can serve as a bridge between nouns and animal
sounds, and postulate that the onomatopoeic sounds contain both verbal
and nonverbal sound components. As MacNeilage (2008) asserts, meaning
should not arrive out of nowhere: the meaning of words is socially shared;
thus, how did early human speakers build their shared vocabulary? I believe
that there must have been a transitory phase between sound mimicry (simple
repetition of animal sounds) inherited from earlier hominid forms and later,
more modern “full human” forms of linguistic communication. And a phase
of onomatopoeia (repetition and also re-creation of animal sounds) must
have been in the middle, between sound mimicry and full-fledged language.
Hashimoto & coll. (2006) indicate that, but it is impossible to say by now
if this phase was already in the Homo sapiens domain or in earlier hominid
forms. As a matter of fact, when the task of pronouncing the first words
is accomplished, children frequently use onomatopoeic sounds in order to
indicate surrounding objects. We also know that many, if not all, cultures
have a repertoire of onomatopoeic words/sounds used with and by children
(for Japanese, Hashimoto 2006; for Italian, Lenti Boero and Habegger,
personal observation).

6. Discussion and conclusions
The maturation of the neurophysiological and anatomical apparatus allowing
the first words production is a constrained path for human infants and must
have been so along the hominid line. In present paper I try to describe that
“logical” sequences underwent by hominids in their path towards language.
I sketched three benchmarks: 1) a fixed (mammalian like) phase of sound
production, allowing both alarm sounds with basic referents, and prosocial
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low intensity sounds; 2) a second phase, when low intensity, music-like
sounds start to be articulated paralleled by vocal contours. It is noticeable
that in this phase infants possess a wide and open range acoustic competence,
defined as encyclopedic hearing (de Boysson-Bardie 2001); 3) a third phase
when consonant and vowel sounds are uttered and refined in the dyadic
context, and are basically helped by motherese (Khul 2004). In this phase
infants lose their encyclopedic hearing and focus only on the sounds of their
native language (Khul 2007).
This series cannot be reversed in the sense that canonical babbling could
not precede cry nor musilanguage. Because natural selection acts on present
features and not for future potential benefits (Fagen 1981), I try to figure out
the selective pressures that might have been at work along this path. This
aspect is seldom considered in language evolution studies, but see Locke and
Bogin (2006) and Lenti Boero (2014).
In addition, I try to examine in more detail the characteristics
of protocommunication that might have antedated the appearance of the
first words: socially shared sounds indexing objects by means of acoustic
arbitrary labels.
Was the transition from one stage to the subsequent the product of chance
mutations regarding hominid communication tools? Or was it a byproduct
of changes due to other aspects of hominid evolution? Or was the transition
from one stage to another driven in an autocatalytic way? Those are among
the still open questions in the complex puzzle of language evolution.
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